Virtual Workforce Efficiency
How to Get the Most Out of Your Employees’ Time

Introduction
The digital world today is
filled with tools and tricks
to get the most out of your
employees quickly. But this
age of connectivity has also
led to more distractions
than
ever.
Businesses
everywhere are turning to
technology to connect their
employees in ways never
before imagined, but that
same technology is causing
more time to be wasted.
At Allied, we offer solutions
to a business’ most pressing
technological
needs,
and we are dedicated to
removing the distractions
of faulty technology or
internet that isn’t alwayson. But sometimes it takes
good managers and a good
workplace
environment
to have the most efficient
employees.

7 Things You May Not
Have Considered About
Employee Efficiency
How much time do your employees spend online doing
personal things? They are out there on social media, shopping,
watching videos, reading entertainment news, and doing who
knows what else. And all you want them to do is get their job
done. What should you do?
Contributing Forbes writer Liz Ryan was asked what “time theft”
is and what should businesses do about it. Ryan responded by
saying time theft was an archaic term that should
no longer be a concern, especially when dealing
with salaried employees who can often be
found checking work email after hours.
However, while it is probably true that
you should not demand precisely 40
hours of productivity a week, is it true
that you should never worry about this
so-called theft of time? An employee
can spend a significant amount of time
on personal items while appearing to
be diligently working.
Where should you draw the line? On the

other hand, if they are getting their work done,
should you do anything at all? Before you take
draconian means to eliminate ‘time theft,’ you
might want to sit down, evaluate the situation,
and come up with a rational plan for getting
people back to work. While you are evaluating,
you should consider many things. Here are seven
things you should consider when you are trying to
increase online efficiency in your workplace.

Think twice before you start
blocking sites at random.

1. Blocking sites can decrease productivity.
If you are worried that you are losing a lot of
productivity because of a lack of online efficiency,
your first thought might be to block the sites
where people may be spending too much time.
For example, you might block access to many
social media sites.
Herb Axilrod, of Entrepreneur, says that this may
not be the best way to handle the situation. While
social media is the source of a lot of wasted time,
it is also an important business tool. Social media,
when used for work purposes, is a good way
to build brand awareness and market yourself.
Blocking websites that people might use for
personal reasons could decrease productivity.
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2. Effective monitoring can increase online efficiency.

5. You need to focus on the job.

But if you cannot block sites, what can you do? There
are plenty of ways that you can monitor an employee’s
performance to make sure that they are performing
their job correctly. For example, set specific goals for
employees and make sure they are meeting the goals.

Perhaps a good solution to your desire for online
efficiency is to worry more about the job than the
time. If an employee is accomplishing everything
they are required to do and still spending a lot of
time online, then maybe the problem is they do
not have enough work. Discuss their workload
with them and make time-related decisions off
of that discussion.

3. The Internet doesn’t waste time; people do.
While access to the outside world through
Internet access and phone use are an easy way to waste
time, it is not the only one. An employee that wants
to be distracted will be. Instead of trying to figure
out precisely websites are the most distracting, worry
more about figuring out why employees are getting
so easily distracted.
4. You should give employees a break.
While you do not want an employee to waste seven
hours of an eight-hour workday on personal tasks, you
should not expect them to work nonstop all day. Joe
Robinson, also writing for Entrepreneur, points out that
studies have proved that taking breaks of any length can
increase productivity. So as long as they are not abusing
the privilege, not only should you allow short personal
breaks, you should encourage it.

6. Should you create policies and offer
productivity training?
If you are still concerned about creating a system
of complete online efficiency, then one solution
might be to create polices on the subject and
then offer productivity training. Decide what
your expectations are for time theft concerns
and how you are going to handle future issues.
Then, create a formal policy on the matter.
Make sure employees are trained in the policy.
They should know what you expect of them, what
they are not supposed to be doing online, why
you have the policy, and how it will be enforced.
Once you have created the policy and given the
training, make sure you follow through with it.
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7. Address the real problem.
The last thing to consider is why an employee has a
problem with time wasting. Sometimes, it can just
be a lazy employee. However, this is probably not
the case, especially if the employee is one who in
the past was a good worker. Instead of jumping the
gun and disciplining the employee, you should try
digging to find out what the problem is. Maybe they
have checked out of their job. If that is the case, why?
•• Maybe they are not getting challenging
enough assignments.
•• Perhaps they do not feel appreciated.
•• You might not be giving them work that plays
to their strengths.
Instead of blindly punishing, try to find out what
is causing the problem and create a solution.

Learning

to

deal. Your business runs on

productivity, so deal with abuses of leniency, but
look for a middle ground. If an employee is getting
their job done at the level you would expect from
them, then are they being unproductive when they
spend a small amount of time on personal things
online?
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5 Ways to
Increase Workplace
Productivity
What if your company could get more done on a
daily basis?
Companies around the globe are beginning to
embrace advancements like cloud computing
and unified communications solutions to produce
a more efficient, more productive workplace.
While companies can’t control every factor of
the workplace environment, they can certainly
take steps to produce happier workers and more
effective workplace practices.
1. Reduce distractions.
It’s nearly impossible for employees to do great
work while distracted. That said, it’s important
for companies to do what they can to decrease
distractions in the workplace. Surprisingly, many
daily distractions come from bad technology.
When computers are outdated, or software is
complicated to use, employees spend more time
fighting clunky programs than they do finishing
work.
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That said, technology should be frequently
updated to avoid annoying delays and crashes and
devices should be synced to the cloud to streamline
access to critical documents and projects.
By eliminating the unneeded distractions that arise
from a low-tech workplace, employees can get
more done with less stress and companies can enjoy
the benefit of better business communications
and output.
2. Encourage collaboration.
Employees that can work together seamlessly
get more done than those who have to wait for
updated versions of a document or in-person
meetings. With this in mind, ensure that your
employees are working on a platform that
promotes collaboration, decreases barriers and
allows for unified communications.
In addition to streamlining communication,
ensure that you are leveraging your employees’
individual strengths to create a more dynamic and
vibrant workplace. By setting expectations and
giving employees the freedom to utilize creative
problem solving and leadership skills, employers
can establish a more collaborative workforce that
is innovative, efficient and driven.

3. Boost rewards.
People work best when they’re motivated to do
so. By rewarding employees for work well done,
companies can build a strong relationship with
staff and promote an enthusiastic and devoted
workforce. In fact, research shows that rewards
can make employees more engaged, which
means that employers can reap the benefits
of increased focus, dedication and drive on
enterprise projects.
4. Communicate efficiently.
To work well, employees need to know where
to go with concerns, projects questions, and
ideas. Set up a platform that allows chat between
employees in related sectors and ensure that the
entire office is synced to allow real-time access
to updated documents and projects. Doing this
allows employees to communicate quickly and
efficiently while also doing their best possible
work.
5. Consider remote workers.
Multiple studies show that remote workers are
more efficient than in-office workers. With this in
mind, consider moving some of your company’s
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employees into remote positions. Doing this allows for a better work-life balance for the employee and
decreased the cost for the employer. Additionally, thanks to technological advancements like the cloud and
always-on Internet, it’s easy to keep in touch, track work, collaborate and conduct meetings with remote
workers.
If you’re having doubts about moving to a remote workforce, consider giving it a trial run with employees
whose job positions do not require them to be physically present. Start by opting for 2 or 3 days a week out
of office and move up to full-time remote positions as the workplace begins to adapt.
Although many employers initially have concerns about remote workers, the right team of remote workers
can often drastically boost a company’s efficiency and output without raising costs or requiring the addition
of additional staff members.

Workplace efficiency is good for everyone. Nobody enjoys spending time in a workplace that

is inefficient, disorganized and outdated. By utilizing technology like the cloud and always-on Internet,
employers can give their workforce’s productivity a drastic boost while also promoting increased collaboration.

Although raising workplace efficiency may seem challenging, a great deal of it comes down to communication.
The more a company can provide platforms for unified communications, the better it will be at completing
projects, meeting client needs, fulfilling obligations and drawing new business. Additionally, unified
communications allow for a more seamless workplace and less stress for employers and employees, alike.
Fortunately, the steps to boost efficiency are the same: by syncing the workplace to the cloud, reducing
distractions related to bad technology and encouraging collaboration among employees, employers can
quickly create a workplace that is more efficient and more streamlined.
Nowadays, it’s not enough for a workplace to just get by, in order to truly succeed in today’s competitive
markets, companies need to make the most of everything offered to them and, by using modern technology
and new business tactics to increase productivity and companies can actually stand out from the crowd.
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Cultivating WorkLife Balance: Be
Happier Without
Sacrificing
Productivity
Although today’s business environment is
exciting and full of promise and upward mobility,
it also presents a high “burnout” risk for toobusy employees who find it difficult to maintain
an adequate work-life balance.
Americans are the most overworked and least
happy developed nation in the world; a great deal
of this is owing to the fact that most employees
find work-life balance difficult maintain as
they are faced with greater workloads, quicker
deadlines, and more multi-tasking. When you try
to combine personal wellbeing, familial duties,
and a demanding career, it can sometimes be
difficult to keep all the balls in the air at once.
Fortunately, there are several simple ways
to maintain a comfortable work-life balance and
employees can get started by practicing the tips
in the following section.

5 Tips to Build and
Maintain Work-Life
Balance
1. Build “you” time into your schedule.
If you’re like most employees in the US, your
schedule book looks like the alphabet came
there to die. To-dos are scrawled across pages,
crossed out, highlighted and squeezed into
margins. It gives you a headache just looking at
it. When your days are this busy, the only surefire
way to ensure that you’re getting the “you” time
you need is to pencil it in, right between your
various meetings, lunches and presentations.
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2. Take inventory of your activities.
If you look at your daily schedule objectively, chances
are you’ll find activities that don’t contribute much
to the big picture and, instead, serve to drain your
time, energy and resources. If an activity adds no
value to your career or personal life, don’t hesitate
to drop it.
Eliminating or consolidating wasteful activities can
go a long way toward freeing up time in your day,
decreasing stress and making you more productive,
not to mention that it can make you much more
efficient almost immediately.
3. Consolidate errands.
Nothing eats up your day quite as quickly as
errands back and forth across town. Whether you’re
running around for business or personal reasons,
it’s undeniable that spending hours in the car or
on public transit is not an effective way to use your
time. To cut down on the amount of back-and-forth
you do, make an attempt to consolidate errands
into daily or weekly bricks.
Doing this will allow you to spend less time
driving around the city and more time working on
meaningful projects or enjoying time with family
and friends.
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4. Make a schedule and stick to it.
It’s tough to get anything done if you don’t have a welldefined plan and, for this reason, the importance of writing
up a schedule cannot be underestimated. Before you head
into work every day, dedicate some time to thinking about
how long all of your various projects will take you to complete.
Once you’ve done that, focus on eliminating distractions and
getting those projects done in the previously determined
period. Having a goal to work toward makes you more efficient
and helps you consolidate tasks into daily chunks, which in
turn makes it possible to leave work early, go for a run, spend
time with the kids or do whatever else it is that you love.
5. Consider telecommuting.
Telecommuting has exploded over the last several years.
Employees like it because it makes it easier to build and
maintain a solid work-life balance and employers love it
because their remote workers are happier, more efficient
and less likely to quit. Ask your employer if there are any
telecommuting opportunities within your office and, if there
are, jump on them. Surveys show that the benefits of working
from home include things like increased family time, less
stress, fewer distractions and increased productivity.
For employees struggling to maintain a work-life balance,
a work-from-home job position can go a long way toward
promoting relaxation and making for a happier work experience.
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Work-life balance makes for happier workplaces. A great

work-life balance isn’t just the delusional imagining of an overworked
employee. Numerous studies show that an adequate work-life balance
leads to career success, better health, lower rates of obesity and stronger
families, not to mention more efficient, happy and productive workers. For
this reason, it’s just as important to your company as it is to you that you
develop a balance between your personal and work obligations.
In addition to small tricks like implementing a schedule, consolidating
errands and penciling downtime into your day, bigger moves like seeking
out a telecommuting job position can reduce stress and help you feel
happier at work. It’s tough to be a great employee when you are frazzled and
stressed and cultivating a positive work-life balance benefits the employee
and the employer alike.
Today’s technology opens the door to more expansive and exciting
workforces through telework innovations. Now businesses can hire anyone,
anywhere and grow their business beyond the four walls of their office
space. Cloud storage solutions make sure every document is accessible to
every employee, and video conferencing allows every employee to touch
base as if they were all in the same room.

The future of the office is no longer in the office, but
is your technology ready for the telework revolution?
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8 Reasons Why Virtual
Workforces Work
Should a business offer telecommuting options to its
employees? There are a lot of misconceptions about virtual
workforces out there that can make the concept seem
inadvisable, such as:
•• Employees who work from home cannot be
supervised and will not work as hard.
•• Telecommuting increases technology problems.
•• Sensitive data is more likely to be compromised.
However, while there are some valid concerns, if managed
correctly, there are many benefits to having a virtual workforce
which can far outweigh any potential downsides. Below are
eight reasons why virtual workforces can benefit your business.
1. Employees are happier.
A recent study found that in comparison with employees who
came into the office, at-home workers were happier and less
likely to quit. Higher job satisfaction also leads to:
•• Increased productivity.
•• Decreased stress.
•• Fewer mistakes.
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Megan M. Biro wrote an article for Forbes that points out that happy
employees are more productive and that means more revenue for
businesses.
2. Employees have fewer absences.
Many of the reasons an employee may take an absence could be
avoided by offering at least some telecommuting options.
For example, an employee who works any distance from the
workplace may need to take a day or a half day in order to go to an
event that takes place too shortly after the workday. Think about
the following hypotheticals.
•• Employee A’s daughter has an important game at 5:30.
To get there, he would have to leave the office at 3:304. However, he could leave his house at 5:15. Without
telecommuting, he may decide to take a half day off in
order to make sure he makes it.
•• Employee B has a dentist appointment near their home
which is an hour drive from the office. The dentist only
holds appointments during regular business hours, so
missing time at work is a necessity. Employee B would
have to travel to and from the appointment, resulting in a
3-hour break from work. If they can work from home that
day, they would only miss an hour.
There are other ways that telecommuting can decrease absences
too. Employees with colds can be extra cautious and work from
home while avoiding office-wide illness outbreaks.
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3. Employees are motivated to work harder.
When an employee is offered a benefit that he or she does not want
to lose, they work to ensure they can keep it. Because of this, offering
telecommuting options can actually lead to harder working employees,
rather than the opposite. A good employee will be motivated to
perform quality work regardless of the level of “supervision” and
should be trusted to handle a remote work situation. If they can’t,
they probably aren’t an ideal employee to have around anyway.
4. The candidate field opens up.
When employees have to physically be in the workplace, they must
reside within the commuting area of the office. However, when they
can work from anywhere, suddenly the entire country or even world
is opened up as a talent pool from which to recruit.
The larger the reach, the better the chances of getting a great
employee. So if it is possible to hire a great employee a thousand
miles away instead of an okay employee 20 miles away, why wouldn’t
you want to do so?
5. You can attract better candidates.
This is similar to the last point, but is a little different. Not only will the
employer get to expand its reach, but by allowing telecommuting,
better candidates want to apply.
In this day and age, potential employees are able to shop around
and see which companies will be employers of choice. The best
employees are the ones that can afford to be the most choosy, and
if they want flexible work options, then it helps to offer that to them.
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6. Flexibility helps keep better employees.
See #1. If the company creates happy, satisfied employees, they are more likely to stay with the company.
7. Virtual workers can be incorporated into a more traditional workforce.
Workforces can be combinations of both virtual and traditional workforces. You don’t have to offer
telecommuting options to all employees; in fact, there are some jobs which simply don’t work as a virtual job
position. Here are some ways to blend traditional on-site workforces with virtual ones:
•• Positions that require in-office resources or face-to-face interaction should remain on-site.
•• Telecommuting can be offered on a part-time (ex. one day a week) or as-needed (ex. kid sick at
home) basis.
•• If this is a benefit the employer feels needs to be earned, then it can be offered only to employees
who have enough seniority or a proven track record of success and productivity.
8. A virtual workforce is just as easy to manage as a more traditional workforce.
All workforces have potential pitfalls. Data can be breached, workers can slack, and technology can malfunction.
However, when managed correctly with the right tools and resources, managing a virtual workforce does not
have to be harder than managing a more traditional workforce. And there are a lot of tools and resources to
make this possible:
•• Video conferences
•• Chat services
•• Cloud services
•• Check-ins
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•• Reporting
•• Security features
•• Monitoring functions
Cloud teleconferencing services and
Internet that is always-on are a must
for keeping these critical functions
up and running. If you’re interested
in bringing in virtual workers into
your
traditional
workforce,
you
may want to consider Always-On
Internet and AllCloud solutions from
Allied Telecom.

Exploring telework as an option.

There are many reasons that virtual
workforces not only work, but actually
help businesses. In this modern world, it
is important to keep up with the changes.
Many employees appreciate the flexibility
of working from home and it opens up the
candidate field. Don’t let misconceptions
keep your business from exploring
telework as an option for your workforce.
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The 5 Types of
Remote Workers
For more and more workers, going into the “office” simply means
having a laptop and a Wi-Fi connection. Telework arrangements
are growing at an increasingly fast pace, with predictions that up
to half of employees will be working remotely in some capacity
by 2020. However, remote work isn’t an all or nothing situation.
Differing levels of mobility are needed by different roles, and
various mobile solutions are available for every level.
Check out these 5 levels of remote workers to help you find the
technology solutions that best fit your mobile workforce.
Home Office Hero
•• These are the full-time remote workers, permanently
stationed at their home office. They may travel into the
office once or twice a month for check-in visits or scheduled
company events, but most of the time their business
presence is virtual.
•• The Home Office Hero needs a complete business
mobility solution, including a home connection to the
office network (whether VPN, remote desktop, or cloud
computing) and a robust mobile phone plan. Unified
Communications solutions with reliable screen sharing
and video conferencing tools can help them keep a
collaborative presence with faraway coworkers.
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On-the-Road Warrior
•• These are the anytime, anywhere, mobile
professionals who are based in the office
but often on the road conducting business.
Common roles include sales reps or field
technicians who hit the pavement to conduct
sales pitches to prospects, attend business
conferences, deliver products or services to
customers, or perform on-site assistance.
This type of worker might need the ability
to do work from an airport, hotel room,
roadside, or at a client site.
•• The On-the-Road Warrior probably has a
desktop phone at their office station but
needs mobility features as well. Modern
cloud phone solutions provide “Remote
Office” capabilities that can seamlessly route
calls between desktop phone to their mobile
phone (and can even display their business
extension on calls originating from their
mobile phone). Additionally, these kinds of
workers are often equipped with tablets and
may require cloud connection to email and
other business applications.
In and Out Butterfly
•• These are the workers who balance days at
home or on the road with days in the office.

They might be mostly based at home or in
the field, but come into the office one or
more days a week to catch up with their
team and manager – enough to need access
to office resources and a designated place
to work.
•• A hoteling station is the perfect setup for In
and Out Butterflies! Rather than dedicating
an entire cubicle on someone who is only in
the office 10-30% of the time, provide an area
of several flexible workstations (e.g. desk
space, chair, outlet, basic office supplies)
where remote workers can set up shop on
an as-needed basis on the days they come
in. Shareable VoIP phones can be set up at
these workstations using a “hoteling” feature
whereby employees use their own extension
number and voicemail on the phone as a
guest.
Flex Schedule Superstar
•• These are the office workers who need a
little bit of mobile flexibility in their work
schedules. Whether it’s a parent who needs
to work from home when their kids are sick or
an employee with a long commute who stays
home on days when traffic is gridlocked, it’s
more and more common for employees of all
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demographics to need the ability to work from home
now and then under special circumstances. This is
especially valuable when situations such as inclement
weather arise; rather than have your whole workforce
out for a snow day, if you provide the mobility tools
for employees to work from home when they need to,
you won’t find your business grinding to a halt when
snowflakes start falling.
•• Flex Schedule Superstars have the traditional inoffice workstation but need some mobile capability
to log into the network, check email, share files, and
even place calls on the rare days they work remotely.
Always On MVPs
•• Let’s face it, these days nearly all employees are
performing at least some work out of the office and
outside of office hours. The 9-to-5 office cubicle
worker is quickly disappearing in favor of constant
connectivity, whether it’s   reading a work document
at the subway station, conducting a business call
from a hotel room, or checking email from the couch
on Sunday nights.
•• From office email connectivity on mobile phones, to
Unified Communications solutions providing social
integration and IM&P, to video conferencing solutions
and Remote Office mobile phone solutions, workers
across all departments and levels are needing more
and more mobility solutions to do their job, in and
out of the office.
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5 Tips for Running
A Successful Web
Conference
As more and more workers telecommute, web
conferencing is increasingly becoming a method of
collaborating from afar. The ability to share screens
so that everyone in the meeting is on the same
page is extremely helpful and adds a new layer of
functionality to traditional phone conference calls.
However, although it can be tempting to hide
behind your computer screen, a web conference
requires some basic etiquette, just like any in-person
meeting. Below are some best practices for setting
up and facilitating a successful and productive web
conference:
1.    Plan well!
Be sure you have a purpose behind the meeting
and share the main bullet points of the agenda in
the meeting invitation ahead of time in order to set
expectations. Be sure your meeting invitation has
all needed sign in information contained in it so
that participants can quickly click the needed link
and dial-in without looking through their messages
to try to access the meeting.
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2.    Get set up ahead of time.
Always double and triple check that you have a fast
connection and log in to your web conferencing portal
ahead of time. Practice using the features and functions
of your web conferencing solution so that you aren’t
fumbling to use them during the actual meeting; if you
plan to record the meeting, set that up ahead of time.
Clear your background and exit out of tabs so that your
screen to be shared is clutter free and less distracting.
Then be respectful of all participants and be sure to start
on time!
3.    Lay the rules.
Set expectations at the beginning of the meeting; for
example, explain when questions are appropriate and
whether this is an open forum conference or will be lead
solely by the presenter (in which case you should mute all
the other participants). Explain if you’ll be sending the
slides to participants later so they’ll know if they need to
take notes or not. If the web conference is an open forum,
let participants know to always announce their name first
when speaking so that everyone knows who is leading
the conversation.
4.    Facilitate participation.
This pertains mostly to participants and not presenters,
but don’t multi-task! It’s easy when you’re not in person
to check out of the conversation and start scrolling
through your emails or browsing the web, but that’s just
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a waste of everyone’s time. If you’re the presenter,
you can help keep everyone engaged by utilizing
participation tools such as polls and virtual “hand
raises” for questions.
5.    Wrap things up.
If you end with an open forum or Q&A, st
a r t
wrapping up the conversation 5 minutes before
the meeting is scheduled to end. If there are still
questions on the table, tell those participants that
you’ll speak with them after the meeting to record
their questions and answer them offline so that other
participants can get going.
The world of work has changed dramatically and
online meetings are now a foundational part of
marketing, communications, and operations.
It’s more important than ever that your Internet
connection is Always On – talk to Allied and find out
how to make sure you never go down again.

About Allied
Allied Telecom is the Washington Metro
region’s most highly regarded network
service provider. Based in Washington DC,
serving businesses along the Mid Atlantic
and Northeast Corridor, we’re a single source
provider of Internet, Data Transport, Voice
and Unified Communications Services.
For over 20 years Allied has been distinguished
by the expert, full service care we provide to
every client – no matter how big or small, and
we love helping organizations find the right
office communications solutions to fit their
business needs.

www.alliedtelecom.net
Allied Telecom Group, LLC
1400 Crystal Drive
Suite 700
Arlington VA 22202
info@alliedtelecom.net
202.541.9000
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